
Housing starts will remain strong
Overview

Housing starts:  Starts will remain
very strong at 222,200 units in 2006
and 204,100 units in 2007. By next
year, housing starts will have been
above the 200,000 unit level for six
consecutive years.

Resales:  Sales of existing homes
established a new record of nearly
483,000 units in 2005.  Sales of
exisiting homes will moderate slightly
to 478,400 units in 2006 and to
460,200 units in 2007.

Resale prices:  Prices for existing
homes will increase by 11.2 per cent
in 2006, their strongest  growth in
17 years.  In 2007 price growth will
slow to 4.8 per cent as markets
become more balanced.
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Housing starts:

2006: 222,200
2007: 204,100

Resales:
2006: 478,400
2007: 460,200

British Columbia:  New home construction in 2006 and 2007 will remain
high by historical standards reflecting continued strong employment and
income growth.  As a result, housing starts will increase to 37,000 units in
2006 and edge down to about 35,000 units in 2007.  (Details on Page 9)

Alberta:  Alberta’s vibrant job market will continue to be a magnet for
workers from other parts of Canada seeking job opportunities.  The
combination of a strong job market and population growth will keep total
housing starts above the 40,000-unit mark in each of 2006 and 2007.
(Details on Page 10)
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National Housing Outlook
In Detail

Housing starts in Canada are forecast to decline 1.5 per
cent this year to 222,200 units. Still, 2006 will be the fifth
consecutive year in which housing starts exceed the
200,000 unit threshold. This forecast of 222,200 starts
represents an upward revision from our previous fore-
cast of 208,700 starts published in February. The revision
is due mainly to the stronger-than-expected demand in
Alberta and B.C.. Residential construction will continue
to slow next year with national housing starts easing 8.1
per cent to 204,100 units.

Low mortage rates, high employment levels and rising
incomes will continue to support a historically high level
of new home starts in 2006. Nevertheless, a number of
factors will cause construction activity to moderate this
year and next. The pent-up demand that built up during
the 1990s is now being fulfilled. As a result, housing starts
will gradually move in line with demographic fundamen-
tals. Higher mortgage carrying costs, due to increases in
mortgage rates and continued price growth, will temper
housing demand. Demand from first-time buyers, many of
whom do not have the equity to draw on for a down
payment, will ebb. The rising cost of homeownership
relative to renting will also decrease first-time home
buying activity.

In the Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic regions, a rising
supply of listings and lower average prices for existing
homes compared to new homes will attract many home
buyers toward the existing home market. Increased
choice in the existing home market compared to the
previous years will reduce the spillover of demand from
the existing to the new home market. Moreover, demand
for new homes will slow as easing resale price growth
coupled with rising construction costs contribute to a
growing price differential between new and existing
homes. However, in Alberta and B.C., strong job growth willl
continue to attract workers from other parts of the coun-
try. The resulting strong demand for housing will keep both
housing starts and MLS® sales growing in 2006.

Starts of single homes to fall in 2006 and 2007

The slowing trend that started in 2005 will continue this
year and next. Single detached starts are forecast to fall
by 3.1 per cent to 116,700 units in 2006 and slide by an
additional 9.5 per cent to 105,600 units in 2007.

The decline of single detached housing starts will be
experienced in most provinces across Canada in 2006. In
percentage terms, the largest declines will be in Ontario
(14.8 per cent), Newfoundland (13.2 per cent), PEI (12.5

per cent), and Québec (10.2 per cent). The Prairie region
and B.C. will buck this downward trend with gains in all
four provinces (1.1 per cent, 7.2 per cent, 14.3 per cent,
10.1 for Manitoba, Saskatchewan,  Alberta, and B.C. re-
spectively).

 Multi-family home starts to remain strong

Multi-family housing starts (semi-detached, row, apart-
ment units) will increase slightly to 105,500 units in
2006, up 0.5 per cent from the 18-year high of 105,018
units in 2005. Starts will remain at a high level in 2007
but will decline by 6.6 per cent to 98,500 units. The fall in
multiple starts will be smaller than for singles. This re-
flects the higher mortgage carrying costs and the shift in
demand from homebuyers toward less expensive homes.

Apartment starts which make about two thirds of total
multi-family starts, will increase this year by 3.5 per cent
while semi-detached and row starts will moderate 5.9
per cent and 5.1 per cent respectively.

The small gains in multiple starts forecast in six out of
ten provinces in 2006 will be mostly offset by the weak-
ness expected in Québec (where multiple starts are
forecast to decrease by 12.9 per cent).

MLS® sales to taper off

Existing home sales, as measured by the Multiple Listing
service (MLS®), reached a record level for the fifth
consecutive year in 2005. However, four consecutive
years of strong price growth combined with rising
mortgage rates will ease demand for existing homes in
many centres across the nation. MLS® sales will dip 0.9
per cent to 478,400 units in 2006 and will decrease an
additional 3.8 per cent to 460,200 units in 2007. The
rising supply of new listings will give home buyers more
choice and will help keep MLS® sales strong, making
2006 the second best year on record.

Sales will edge lower in all regions except in the prairies.
MLS® sales will rise by 3.8 per cent, 5.9 per cent and
10.8 per cent for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
respectively.

Record double digit gains for MLS® price in 2006

Despite the slowing trend in Ontario, Quebec and the
Atlantic region, the accelerating price growth in western
provinces will lead to a 17-year high price increase of
11.2 per cent in 2006. In 2007, higher listings and lower
MLS® sales will move the resale market toward more
balanced conditions and growth in average MLS® prices
wil slow to 4.8 per cent.
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Trends Impacting Housing
The Economy

Canada’s real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 2.9
per cent in 2005.  Consumer spending, which expanded
by 4.0 per cent during the year, was a key contributor to
economic growth.  The strength in consumer spending
reflected low interest rates, strong job markets, and rising
incomes.  Indeed, strong gains in personal disposable
income caused the personal savings rate to return to
positive territory by the end of last year.  Low interest
rates also boosted investment spending by businesses in
2005 as did strong corporate profits.  Investment in
machinery and equipment, which advanced by nearly 11
per cent, was particularly strong.   A significant share of
this machinery and equipment is imported, therefore, the
high value of the Canadian dollar has made these invest-
ments more cost effective.  On the downside, the high
value of the Canadian dollar continues to challenge the
competitiveness of Canadian goods and services.  As a
result, import gains have outpaced those of exports,
which in turn has dampened overall GDP growth.

The Canadian economy is currently operating very close
to its capacity.  As a result, there is a risk that upward
pressure on inflation could start to build. In fact, evidence
of rising cost pressures are already evident; growth in
wages and salaries has accelerated since the beginning of
2005. So far, there has been no pass-through of these
rising costs to core consumer price inflation; however,
further reduction in monetary stimulus may be required
to keep inflationary pressures in check.

Mortgage Rates

The Bank of Canada raised its target for the overnight
rate by one-quarter of one percentage point on April 25th

to 4 per cent.  Short term rates will continue to rise in
2006 as the Bank of Canada removes the excess mon-
etary stimulus at a measured pace.  We expect one
additional 25 basis point hike in 2006, bringing the target
for the overnight lending rate to 4.25 per cent by the
end of the year.  It should be noted, however, that the
moderating impact of the strong Canadian dollar on
economic growth has lessened the need for increases in
short-term interest rates in Canada.

Mortgage rates will remain low, rising moderately in 2006.
Posted mortgage rates are expected to rise by 25 to 75
basis points in 2006.  One, three and five-year posted
mortgage rates are forecast to be in the 5.50-6.50, 5.75-
6.75, and 6.00-7.00 per cent ranges respectively in 2006.
In 2007, one, three and five-year mortgage rates are
forecast to rise by an additional 25 basis points.

Migration

Immigration into Canada is set to exceed the 220,000 to
245,000 target range for new permanent residents per
year in 2006 and 2007.  Net migration (immigration
minus emigration) will increase by 7.6 per cent to about
225,000 people in 2006 and by an additional 4.7 per cent
to 235,500 net migrants in 2007.  Strong net migration
will continue to support housing demand with the
majority of newly arrived immigrants initially settling in
rental accommodations.  An increasing share of migrants
will move into home ownership as time passes.

Strong employment growth in Alberta and B.C. has
attracted a larger number of workers from other prov-
inces.  Strong positive net-interprovincial migration in
Alberta and B.C. will help support high demand for both
rental and ownership housing in these provinces in 2006
and 2007.

Employment and Income

The creation of nearly 1.4 million net new jobs since the
start of 2002 caused the unemployment rate to fall from
8 per cent to an all-time low of 6.4 per cent in February
2006.  As a result, a record share of Canadians are em-
ployed and future job growth will become increasingly
constrained by growth in the population.  A surge in new
jobs in the latter half of 2005 will result in an elevated
launching point for the annual average employment level
in 2006.  Hence, employment is forecast to grow by 1.7
per cent this year and 1.5 per cent in 2007.  The unem-
ployment rate will fall for a fourth consecutive year to
6.5 per cent in 2006; in 2007 the unemployment rate will
decrease to 6.3 per cent.

Alberta will lead the rest of Canada with 3.1 per cent
employment growth in 2006 and 2.0 per cent growth in
2007.  Employment growth will also be relatively strong
in British Columbia at 2.9 per cent in 2006 and 2.3 per
cent in 2007.  In contrast, lacklustre job growth will be
recorded in Atlantic Canada this year and next.

The tight labour market conditions have been reflected
in an acceleration in wage gains during 2005; growth in
both average weekly earnings and personal disposable
income strengthened throughout the year.  Recent
income and empoyment growth have helped boost
consumer confidence and will continue to support high
levels of housing starts in 2006 and 2007.
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Trends at a Glance

Factor Comment

Mortgage Rates

Employment

Income

Net Migration

Natural Population
Increase

Consumer Confidence

Resale Market

Vacancy Rates

Key factors and their Effects on Residential Construction

Mortgage rates will rise marginally in 2006 and 2007, but will remain low.  Rising
mortgage rates, combined with rising house prices will push up mortgage carrying
costs.  These higher mortgage carrying costs will cool home ownership demand.

With the economy now operating at full employment, future job growth will be
increasingly constrained by population growth.  Job creation will continue to
stimulate housing demand, although not by as much as in previous years.

Growth in personal disposable income has strengthened steadily throughout 2005.
Tight labour markets and continued strong demand for workers will continue to
support strong income growth, which will partially offset the negative impact of
higher mortgage carrying costs on home ownership demand.

Net migration is expected to continue to rise in 2006 and 2007 as international
immigration continues to strengthen.  Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal will be the
major beneficiaries as most immigrants settle in these centres.  Typically, newly
landed immigrants rent at first, with an increasing percentage moving into home
ownership over time.

Because Canada’s population is aging, a smaller proportion of people are in their child
bearing years and the birth rate is slowing.  The increase in the natural population
(births - deaths) will continue to slow in the years ahead which will eventually
lessen the need for additions to the housing stock.

Consumer confidence, as measured by the Conference Board of Canada, remains
high and strong consumer sentiment is expected to prevail throughout 2006. This
will support strong demand for home ownership.

After reaching a new record level in 2005, MLS® sales will moderate slightly in
2006 and 2007.  Easing sales combined with an increasing number of new listings
will result in a decrease in price pressures this year and next as the resale market
moves into more balanced territory.  As a result, the rate of increase in the average
existing home price will slow this year and next.

The growth in rental demand due to increased immigration will be offset by modest
rental construction, and increased competition from the condo market.  As a result,
vacancy rates across Canada’s metropolitan centres will edge higher in 2006.
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Special Report:  Outlook for Housing Starts 2006-2010
The outlook for the housing market remains very upbeat for 2006 and 2007 with housing starts remaining above the
200,000 unit threshold in both years.  What does the future hold beyond 2007?  In this report we will present our
long term projection for housing starts and highlight some of the key regional trends.

Economic and demographic conditions will continue
to support a high level of housing starts

The outlook for Canada is very upbeat, however,  the
economy is operating at capacity.  Our forecast for economic
growth of roughly 3 per cent in 2006 and 2007 implies that
capacity constraints will still prevail in 2008 as we enter into
the horizon of our long term forecast.  As a result, real GDP
in Canada is forecast to continue to grow at a pace that is in
line with the country’s potential rate of growth; about 3 per
cent annually from 2008 to 2010.

These capacity constraints will be mirrored in the labour
market, which is very tight.  A a record share of Canadians
are currently employed, therefore, job creation will be
constrained by growth in the population.  Over the 2008 to
2010 period, employment growth will average 1.4 per cent
annually;  a pace sufficient to keep the unemployment rate
near 6 per cent.

When the economy operates at or above its capacity for an
extended period of time, there is a significant risk that
inflationary pressures will start to build.  Because of this, the
Bank of Canada has been increasing short-term interest
rates with the objective of removing excess monetary
stimulus from the economy.  At this point, the rise in short-
term interest rates has largely run its course, however, we do
expect longer term interest rates to continue to increase
gradually over the next 5 years.   As a result, mortgage rates
are expected to edge higher between 2008 and 2010.

The rate of increase in house prices will slow as resale
markets become more balanced later in the decade.  The
average MLS house price will grow in the 2.5 to 3.5 per cent
range between 2008 and 2010.  This pace of price growth
represents a marked slowing from the pace of over 11 per
cent forecast for 2006, nevertheless, when combined with

higher mortgage rates, it will contribute to increasing mort-
gage carrying costs.

Favourable economic conditions, such as relatively low
mortgage rates can boost demand for housing, particularly
in the short to medium term; population growth is a key
driver of housing demand in the longer term.  In recent
years, a key source of population growth has come from
immigration.  Over the 2008 to 2010 period, tight labour
market conditions will provide an attractive environment
that will continue to draw large numbers of immigrants to
Canada.  As a result, total net migration is forecast to rise
steadily from about 223,000 people in 2005 to over
250,000 people in 2010.  The rise in net-migration will
boost population growth and household formation, which
in turn will support high levels of housing starts through
2010.

Housing starts will remain high but will slide gradu-
ally between 2008 and 2010

The pace of housing starts has been running ahead of
demographic requirements since 2002 and will continue to
do so for the next several years.  Because of this, the signifi-
cant pent-up demand that accumulated over the 1990s is
wearing off.  Looking ahead to the 2008 to 2010 period,
housing starts are expected to continue to slow gradually,
dipping below 200,000 units to reach 193,900 starts in
2008.  By 2010, starts will slow to about 184,000 units.

continued on page 7....
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The decrease in starts will be more pronounced for
single homes

Starts of multiple family dwellings, such as apartments, semi-
detached and row houses, will not decrease as rapidly as
starts of single family homes.  There are several reasons for
this, but the two key ones are: Multiple-family homes are
less expensive on average than singles.  Therefore, following
several years of strong house price appreciation, the contin-
ued rise in mortgage carrying costs will cause demand to
shift away from singles toward multis.  Second, immigration
will be the major contributor to population growth over
the forecast period and most immigrants tend to settle in
rental housing when they first arrive in Canada.  Therefore,
high demand for rental housing will boost multiple starts
relative to single starts. Multiple starts will decrease by 8.6
per cent between 2008 and 2010 to reach 90,000 units.
Starts of single homes over this period will drop by 10.6
per cent to reach 94,400 units.

Provincial details: 2006-2010

The declining trend in Canadian housing starts over the
2008 to 2010 period will be reflected in all provinces
except Manitoba, where starts are forecast to climb to
5,600 units by 2010, about 18 per cent above their 2005
level.

Newfoundland and Labrador

GDP will be negatively affected by expected declines in
oil production at Terra Nova and Hibernia, as these
projects will be passed their production peaks.   The $2
billion windfall from the Atlantic Accord deal and sus-
tained increases in federal transfers have significantly
improved the province’s fiscal outlook, however, the
province has the highest per capita debt levels in the
country.  Therefore, fiscal restraint measures will remain
a drag on the economy.  Population losses will continue,
reflecting ongoing negative net-migration patterns and a
continuing decline in the natural population. Given the
current demographic and economic outlook, a gradual
decline in housing demand is anticipated.  Housing starts
will decrease to 1,900 units in 2008 and reach 1,800
units in 2010.

Prince Edward Island

The Island’s economy will grow at a modest pace be-
tween 2008 and 2010.  The Island’s traditional sectors,
tourism, agriculture and fisheries are all expected to
contribute to the positive outlook, however, efforts to
diversify the Island’s economy will decrease its reliance
on these primary industries going forward.  The modest
economic growth in P.E.I. will be reflected in weak em-
ployment growth. Net-migration will remain positive as
people continue to return to the Island to either finish
out their careers or retire.  This increase in population

should serve to maintain the demand for housing.  Hous-
ing starts will decrease to 670 units in 2008 and will
reach 645 units in 2010.

Nova Scotia

Tepid economic and employment growth is expected in
Nova Scotia through 2010, with a steadily increasing
share of growth being delivered through investment as
non-residential construction activity ramps up and
consumer spending slows. Provincial housing market
activity is forecast to peak in 2006, afterwhich successive
annual declines in MLS sales and total housing starts are
expected.  Housing starts will decrease to 4,500 units in
2008 and by 2010 they will fall to 4,050 units.

New Brunswick

Modest economic growth is expected in New Bruns-
wick over the 2008 to 2010 period.  Overall population
growth will be modest, however, intra-provincial migra-
tion toward the province’s largest urban centres will
create some demand for new homes.   However, rising
mortgage rates and weak employment growth will cause
housing starts to decrease from just under 3,300 units
in 2008 to 2,950 units in 2010.

Quebec

While slower employment growth, rising interest rates,
and increased supply on the resale market will lower the
demand for new homes in the next five years,
immigration and the aging of the population shall
moderate this decline. Housing starts should thus
decrease to 38,000 units in 2008 and reach 36,000 units
in 2010. Given the aging of the population, it is expected
that multi-family housing will make up a larger share of
new home construction. Many retiring baby boomers wil
opt for condominium apartments, while many members
of older age groups will move into retirement
residences.

Ontario

Economic growth in Ontario will be modest in the near
term but will converge on the Canadian average by 2008.
Slower job growth, lower levels of in-migration, and a
more balanced resale market will cause demand for new
homes to moderate. New construction demand will also
be constrained by supply considerations - namely tighter
supply of serviced lots available for residential develop-
ment. Ontario home starts will decrease to 66,000 units
in 2008 and will continue to trend lower, reaching
64,000 units by 2010. Modestly priced multi family
homes will capture a larger share of new construction
activity.

continued on page 8....
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Manitoba

Housing starts are expected to remain high in Manitoba
for the next few years fuelled by continued population
and household growth as well as favourable economic
conditions.  In Winnipeg there appears to be some pent-
up demand as household growth has outstripped the
growth of the housing stock for several years.  With little
selection in the resale market, home buyers will continue
to be pushed to the new home market keeping single-
family starts high.  Housing starts will increase to 5,200
units by 2008 and rise further to 5,600 units by 2010.

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan will continue to benefit from high demand
for its natural resources yielding robust economic
growth. Net-migration will remain negative but will
improve steadily throughout he forecast period. Rising
prices and a slow increase in mortgage interest rates will
encourage first-time home buyers to return to the
existing home market.  Housing starts will moderate to
3,500 units in 2008 and will remain at that level through
2010.

Alberta

Thanks to high levels of investment in the oil and gas
sectors, the Alberta economy is projected to grow at an
annual rate of nearly 4.0 per cent from 2008 to 2010.
Continued expansion of the economy means that the
province will have the lowest unemployment rate among
the provinces over the forecast period.   As a result,
Alberta will continue to draw workers from other
provinces, however, the flow of inter-provincial migration
will moderate from current levels.  Housing starts will
decrease to 37,700 units by 2008 and will reach 34,500
units in 2010.

British Columbia

New home construction in British Columbia will remain
above the 30,000 unit level during the next 5 years
supported by an expanding economy, growth in employ-
ment and incomes and a continued inflow of people
from other parts of Canada and the world. During the
2008 to 2010 period, the provincial economy will ex-
pand at an annual rate of 3.2 to 3.5 per cent. Consumer
spending and investment in both residential and non-
residential structures will be the key drivers of eco-
nomic growth. Population growth will exceed the na-
tional average as the province adds 50,000 people per
year on average from migration sources. Multiple-unit
starts will continue to account for more than half of new
homes started reflecting trends in urbanization, higher
resale prices, lifestyle choice and limited land supply in
urban markets.  Despite the positive economic outlook,
housing starts will slow to a pace more in line with
demographics.  Housing starts in B.C. will decrease to
33,200 units in 2008 and trend down to 31,400 units by
2010.
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British Columbia B.C. Starts (000’s)
Overview

 In Detail
Single Starts:  Single-detached housing starts
remain the preferred product type for many
home buyers. However, relatively high new home
prices combined with the slight rise in interest
rates will dampen new construction of single
homes. Builders will start 15,100 single-detached
homes in 2006, up from the previous peak of just
over 14,000 units in 2004. Next year, 14,000
single starts are projected.
Multiple Starts:  Large scale developments in
the province’s urban centres will continue to
account for a significant share of new home
construction during the next two years. In total,
builders will start more than 21,900 units in
multi-family developments in 2006 and 20,900
units in 2007.
Resales:  A strong labour market, increasing
home prices and new products on the market
mean that British Columbians will continue to
reassess their housing needs during the next two
years. First-time home buyers, move-up buyers
and investors will be active in the existing home
market, keeping the number of resale transac-
tions near the 100,000 unit level.

Strong start to 2006 reflected in
outlook
New home construction recorded a strong start
in 2006, as the number of foundations poured
jumped by one-third over a relatively weak first
quarter of 2005. Builders responding to in-
creased demand for new homes were kept busy
as the number of units under construction hit
record high levels. However, as 2006 passes,
some moderation in new home markets will
occur as high prices and rising mortgage rates
temper demand. As a result, housing starts will
total 37,000 units in 2006 and 34,900 units in
2007.
In early 2006, broad-based growth in the
province is generating jobs in many sectors
including primary industries, construction,
transportation, retail trade and professional,
scientific and technical services. Last year, gains
in employment combined with wage increases to
push the level of wages and salaries up 6.1 per
cent, ahead of the 5.4 per cent gain in Canada.
Looking ahead, growth in incomes and high
levels of consumer confidence in the province
will translate into ongoing high levels of activity
in the housing sector.

Prices:  Ongoing demand for housing in established neighbourhoods will put
upward pressures on existing home prices. This pressure will gradually ease as
new listings increase next year and demand is tempered by rising mortgage
carrying costs. As a result, the average resale price in British Columbia will
reach $391,000 in 2006 and $418,000 in 2007.

Provincial Highlight
Migration is a key source of housing demand. In 2005, BC recorded
a net gain of 4,527 people from other provinces. While the figure is
lower than the level recorded in 2004, it is a significant
achievement given the strong pull of Alberta. BC’s resource-rich
neighbour gained almost 42,000 people from the rest of Canada
last year, exceeding the high annual totals that British Columbia
recorded during the early 1990s. On the international front, BC
welcomed about 38,600 people from other countries last year. As a
result of the combination of migration and natural increase, the
province’s population grew 1.3 per cent in 2005, compared to the
1.0 per cent national average.

The British Columbia economy will expand by 3.5 per cent annually in 2006
and 2007. Non-residential construction will remain strong due to infrastruc-
ture, commercial and institutional building including projects related to the
2010 Winter Olympic Games. This year and next, global demand for com-
modities such as copper and coal will fuel growth in the mining sector. On the
services side, strong consumer spending, partly driven by increased home
equity and rising incomes, will support growth in employment in retail and
wholesale trade and personal services.
The province’s population is expanding as more people move to British
Columbia than leave for other places. The province will welcome about
50,000 migrants this year from both international and interprovincial sources.
This will push population growth up to 1.4 per cent per year, from the low of
0.9 per cent recorded in 2002.
These economic fundamentals will support another solid year in both new
and existing home markets as British Columbia moves into the sixth year of
the current up-cycle in housing.
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Alberta Alberta Starts (000’s)
Overview
Strong economy powers housing
starts to highest level since 1978
At 40,847 units, housing starts in 2005
reached the highest total since 1978 and the
second best on record.  Capacity constraints
and hefty demand have pushed a large number
of permits forward to 2006.  As a result, total
starts are expected to reach 45,000 in 2006
before moderating to 41,000 in 2007.
Positive economic fundamentals and strong
net migration are the dominant forces fuel-
ling demand in the residential construction
sector.  Economic growth projections remain
high in Alberta thanks to massive investment
in the oil sands sector.  More than $96 billion
in energy related capital expenditures are in
the planning stages or underway in Alberta,
21 per cent higher than the previous year.
Additional projects in health care, education,
and infrastructure are being funded by Alber-
ta’s escalating budget surplus.  Thanks to
heightened energy royalties, the current
budget surplus is projected to reach $7.4 bil-
lion, $5.9 billion higher than original projec-

Since 1997, Alberta has led the country in the number of housing
starts per capita.  In 2005, Alberta builders started 12.5 housing units
for every 1,000 residents, far exceeding second-strongest province
of British Columbia where 8.1 units were started per 1,000 resi-
dents.  Edmonton and Calgary led all Census Metropolitan Areas in
2005, with 13.1 and 12.9 starts per 1,000 residents, respectively.

Provincial Highlight

tions.   Overall economic output is expected to expand by 4.6 per cent
in 2006 and 3.9 per cent in 2007.
Alberta’s employment opportunities and record low unemployment
rate will attract healthy levels of interprovincial migration over the fore-
cast period.  Meanwhile, an aggressive Provincial Nominee Program is
expected to boost international migrants to Alberta to the highest to-
tals since 1990.  Collectively, gains from net migration will add over
75,000 people to Alberta’s population over the next two years, provid-
ing much needed additions to the labour force.
In 2005, employment in Alberta recorded its weakest growth rate in 12
years, as job gains were constrained by inadequate additions to the la-
bour force.  While not alleviating all of the skilled labour shortages, the
gains in migration will enable employment to expand by 3.1 and 2.0 per
cent in 2006 and 2007, respectively.  Expect the majority of these gains
to be in full-time positions.

Single Starts:  In 2005, single-detached
starts posted their best performance on
record, reaching 26,684 units.  Expect a
new record of 30,500 starts to be achieved
in 2006, as builders work to satisfy demand
carried over from 2005.  In 2007, single-
family starts will moderate to 27,000 units
as higher prices and additional resale listings
curb new single-family demand.

Multiple Starts:  Multiple starts will climb
to a 24-year high of 14,500 units in 2006,
before slipping to 14,000 in 2007.  Demand
from buyers seeking a less expensive alter-
native to the single-family market will main-
tain construction of multiple family homes
at high levels, as will strong interest from
investors.

Resales:  Despite a shortage of active listings in many markets, MLS®

sales in 2006 are expected to set new records of 73,000 in 2006
before moderating to 70,000 in 2007.  Demand will remain elevated
thanks to strong net migration and a lack of inventory in the new
home market.

Prices:  In many Alberta markets, record demand and a lack of active
listings will translate into short listing durations, multiple offers and
sales for more than the list price.  As a result, the average resale price
is expected to jump 24 per cent in 2006, and 8 per cent in 2007
when more listings come on stream.

 In Detail
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Saskatchewan Saskatchewan Starts (000’s)
Overview

 In Detail

Elevated commodity prices, Saskatchewan’s commanding position as
a leading producer of potash and uranium, as well as being second
only to Alberta in oil production has contributed to the province
earning approximately $1 billion more in revenues in 2005
compared to 2004. Nevertheless, employment gains and average
weekly earnings growth have been modest suggesting that housing
demand will continue at its present steady pace.

Housing starts remain elevated over
the forecast period

While housing starts will be down from the
recent peak of 3,781 units in 2004, they are
expected to remain at high levels in 2006
and 2007.  Full-time job growth and an im-
proved migration picture should lead to
3,600 starts in both years.

Provincial economic growth over the next
two years should remain close to the na-
tional average.  Higher output in the oil and
natural gas, potash, and uranium industries
will help the economy grow by 2.9 per cent
in 2006 and 3.1 per cent in 2007.  A strong
residential construction industry and im-
provement in the agriculture sector should
also contribute to provincial GDP growth.
Meanwhile, heightened energy prices have
elevated resource royalties in the province,
leading to a healthy provincial surplus.  As a
result, expect solid capital spending and tax
reform.  In 2007, economic growth will get
a boost when production begins at the new
Cigar Lake uranium mine.

Economic growth will contribute to em-
ployment gains of 0.5 per cent in 2006 and
0.8 per cent in 2007.  While these growth

Provincial Highlight

Single starts:  In light of healthy economic
conditions, CMHC has increased its
forecast for single-family starts to 2,600
units in 2006. Single starts will fall off to
2,450 units in 2007.  New subdivisions in
Saskatoon and Regina will support the
increase in expected demand.  Builders have
made an early start to the 2006 spring
construction season, aided by abnormally
warm weather.  This will contribute to the
best starts performance since 1987.

 Multiple Starts:  The forecast for multiple
housing starts has been shaved to 1,000
units in 2006, but multiple starts will rise to
1,150 units in 2007.  The surge in lower-
priced row housing starts has now
subsided and this market has returned to
the more traditional market of luxury
apartments and semi-detached

condominiums for seniors and empty-nesters.

Resales:  Early existing home sales statistics support our forecast for
a record 8,800 units in 2006.  Listings have been trending up in the
first months of 2006, further reinforcing our positive forecast.  We
expect a minor slip to 8,700 sales in 2007.

Prices:  Following an 11 per cent gain in 2005, average resale prices in
Saskatchewan will continue their upswing driven by record demand
and a shift in sales to higher priced homes.  As a result, CMHC has
revised its forecast for MLS® prices upward in Saskatchewan to
$132,000 (up 7.5 per cent) in 2006 and $140,000 (up 6.1 per cent )
in 2007.

rates pale in comparison to what will be experienced nationally, the
gains will be suppressed by a low labour force expansion due to
persistent migratory outflows.  This will push the unemployment
rate below five per cent over the forecast period for the first time
in 25 years.  As a result, expect the majority of new jobs to be full-
time positions.  Saskatchewan should see 2,400 jobs created in 2006
and 3,900 in 2007.

In 2005, about 6,500 more people left Saskatchewan than those who
moved to the province.  Moving forward, CMHC expects the tight-
ening labour market will reduce the loss of migrants to other prov-
inces.  At the same time, Saskatchewan’s Provincial Nominee Pro-
gram will increasingly attract migrants from international locations,
helping compensate for the interprovincial declines.  As a result, ex-
pect an improvement in total net migration with losses declining to
their lowest levels in nearly 10 years.
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Manitoba Manitoba Starts (000’s)

Single Starts:  Manitoba’s single-family
starts will continue to post gains over the
forecast period as builders strive to satisfy
pent-up demand created by several years of
household growth surpassing housing starts.
While starts in Winnipeg may be held back
as builders await a new supply of serviced
lots, smaller centres around the province
will continue to grow.  Expect 3,750 single-
family starts in 2006 and an additional 3,900
in 2007.

Multiple Starts:  Winnipeg dominates
multi-family starts activity in Manitoba
where several projects are currently await-
ing construction.  However, several smaller
centres in the province are also turning to
multi-family housing to respond to demand
created by a recent upturn in immigration.
Multiple-family starts across Manitoba are
expected to reach the highest level since

Overview

 In Detail

Housing starts and MLS® sales to rise
through 2007
Manitoba remains the only province in which
housing starts and MLS® sales are forecast to
rise in 2006 and 2007.  These gains will be
bolstered by favourable demographic and eco-
nomic conditions. Housing starts will rise to
4,800 units in 2006 and to 5,000 units in
2007.
At 3.1 per cent in 2006 and 2.6 per cent in
2007, provincial economic growth in Mani-
toba will strongly outpace the previous five-
year average.  Private and public investment
will be a significant contributor to GDP
growth over the forecast period.  Spending
on several significant non-residential projects
will peak in 2006, while other projects such
as the $900 million Wuskwatim hydroelectric
project, will start once approvals are in place.
Elevated new home construction will also add
to economic growth, while tax cuts, sustained

In 2005, growth in single-family starts in rural areas of Manitoba has
helped offset a decline in urban single-family starts.  While the urban
centres account for 67 per cent of the total population of the prov-
ince, only 53 per cent of all single-family starts occurred there in
2005. Much of the rural housing activity is taking place in towns and
cities of just under 10,000 in population, located mainly in the south-
ern parts of the province where immigration and population gains
are being spurred by healthy agribusiness and manufacturing sec-
tors.

Provincial Highlight

income gains, and solid job growth will fuel higher consumer spending.
With above average provincial economic growth, employment pros-
pects in Manitoba  will remain positive, keeping the province’ s unem-
ployment rate the second lowest among provinces following Alberta in
2006 and 2007.  However, Manitoba will continue to struggle with a
persistent shortage of skilled labour.  As a result, employment growth in
Manitoba will slip below the national increase, up 1.3 per cent in 2006
and 1.1 per cent in 2007.
Through the Provincial Nominee Program, the Manitoba government
has been actively recruiting international migrants to address current
labour shortages.  This successful program is expected to boost inter-
national migration to 8,000 people per year over the forecast period,
more than compensating for losses through interprovincial migration.

1988, with 1,050 starts in 2006 and 1,100 in 2007.

Resales:  Despite three consecutive years of rising sales, a low
number of active listings have constrained Winnipeg’s resale market
activity, leaving unsatisfied demand.  Recent growth in listings will
provide more selection for those waiting to enter the ownership
market and for move-up buyers.  Provincial MLS® sales will reach
13,250 units in 2006 and 13,750 units in 2007.

Prices:  While an increased supply of active listings will ease the
upward pressure on resale prices, the overall number of listings is
historically low and seller’s market conditions will persist. Therefore,
average MLS® prices in the province will jump 10 per cent in 2006
and another seven per cent in 2007.
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Ontario Ontario Starts (000’s)

Single Starts:  Despite a rapidly growing
mid 40s population which prefers low
density homes, rising prices for homes will
boost mortgage carrying costs and cause
demand to cool. Single detached starts will
decrease to 35,500 units in 2006 and
31,500 units in 2007.

Multiple Starts:  A shrinking but healthy
pool of first time buyers looking for less
expensive homes in combination with
provincial government efforts to promote
higher density housing suggests
condominium apartments will remain in
demand. Town homes will gain popularity
among those wanting to be closer to the
ground. Multiple starts will increase to
39,500 units in 2006 and drop to 37,000
units in 2007.

Resales: Sales through the Multiple Listing
Services will pull back only modestly from
an all time record in 2004 as home prices
and mortgage rates inch up. MLS® sales will

Overview

 In Detail

A resilient Ontario housing market

Less stimulative economic and demographic
conditions suggest that while Ontario home
starts remain above historical averages they
will continue to moderate in the years
ahead. Rising new detached home prices,
more choice in the resale market, and land
constraints will all contribute to pushing
starts lower to 75,000 units in 2006 and
68,500 units in 2007.
While Ontario economic growth will lag
behind the Canadian average, Ontario’s
economy remains resilient. Rising energy
and borrowing costs have failed to dampen
consumer spending on general merchan-
dise because rising Ontario incomes have
supported consumer confidence.  Con-
sumer spending will continue contributing
to provincial economic growth, albeit at a
slower rate. To offset the competitive
disadvantage of a high dollar, businesses are
investing in machinery and equipment with

Provincial Highlight
Ontario vacancy rates edged lower last fall for the first time since
2000. What is in store for Ontario’s rental markets?  Rising
homeownership costs, rental incentives and continued strength in
immigration will increase rental demand.  This will push rental
vacancies lower across most major Ontario centres. However,
lower but healthy ownership demand, competition from condo-
minium ownership, and rental completions should keep vacancy
rates near historically high levels.
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the goal of boosting productivity. These productivity gains stemming
from capital spending will gradually improve Ontario’s competitive-
ness and net trade picture. More investments in capital and less in
labour combined with an ageing labour force suggests a slower pace
in job growth relative to historical averages. Ontario’s service sector
will deliver the bulk of job gains given recent restructuring plans in
Ontario’s key auto sector.
Low Ontario birth rates combined with slower growth in net migra-
tion points to slower population growth ahead. While stronger immi-
gration will boost population growth and housing demand, increases
will be tempered by a modest outflow of migrants to the west.

decrease to 192,000 units in 2006 and 184,000 in 2007.

Prices:   Ontario home prices have been growing at several times the
rate of inflation. Growing existing home listings will narrow the gap
between home price growth and inflation. Look for Ontario home
prices to rise by 6.1  and 2.9 per cent this year and in 2007, respec-
tively

F: forecast
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Quebec Quebec Starts (000’s)

Residential construction down in 2006

In 2006, Quebec’s housing sector shall be
characterized by declining residential con-
struction, a weaker albeit sustained resale
market, single digit price growth, and a more
balanced rental market. After several years of
slower economic and demographic growth, a
negligeable remaining pent up demand, and the
prospect of rising interest rates, housing starts
will drop by 12 per cent to 45,000 units in
2006 and by 11 per cent to 40,000 units in
2007. The resale market dips by just under 2
per cent to achieve 69,500 transactions in
2006.

Recently, the province’s economy has been
compromised by a weak export sector.
Challenged by a strong Canadian dollar,
demand for Quebec goods is now further
challenged by rising energy costs and a strug-
gling manufacturing sector. As the provincial
government attempts to balance its budget,
spending increases will remain confined to

Single Starts:  Increased supply in the resale
market combined with rising house prices and
interest rates shall further weaken this market
segment in 2006. The gradual shifting of demand
toward the less expensive and increasingly
popular multi-family market will compound this
situation. Single-family starts should thus record
21,500 units in 2006 and 19,500 in 2007.

Multiple Starts:  Demand for multi-family
housing, although decreasing in the next few
years, will remain high as migration remains
strong and population aging continues to gener-
ate demand for condominiums and seniors
residences. It is expected that over 23,500 multi-
family projects shall be started in 2006 and
20,500 the following year.

Resales:  After three years of strong activity,
sales of existing houses will begin to decline in
2006, as demand reacts to rising mortgage
carrying costs and lacklustre growth in the
provincial economy. The decline, however will be
limited  because a larger share of  home buyers
will turn to the resale market. Transactions

Overview

In Detail
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essential services and fiscal policy will not contribute much to provincial
growth. At the municipal level, demerger initiatives in some centres have
brought about notable rises in property taxes. Both consumer spending
and private sector investment remain the drivers of Quebec’s economy,
however the latest indicators show some signs of slowing. We expect that
these conditions will lead GDP to grow by 2.3 per cent in 2006 while
employment will edge up by just over one per cent.

Meanwhile, the province’s evolving demographic landscape shall remain an
important source of housing demand. While the aging of the population
increases demand for housing adapted to seniors (condominiums, seniors’
residences), immigration is expected to sustain demand for multi-unit
(rental) housing.

recorded by the Multiple Listing Service (MLS® ) will achieve 69,500 units in
2006 and 67,000 units in 2007.

Prices:  Increased supply of resales and a cooling demand will move this
market toward more balanced conditions in 2006. Moreover, interest rate
increases shall further limit price growth in this market in the coming years.
As a result, the average MLS® resale price should increase by 6.2 per cent to
$196,000 in 2006, and by 3.1 per cent to $202,000 in 2007.

CHMC’s 2005 retirement home market survey for Quebec tells us that
despite rising vacancy rates in some cities, demand remains strong. Over
the past several years, population aging in Quebec has brought about rising
demand for retirement homes. As builders responded, the province’s two
main cities began to see some easing in their rental markets. This is
reflected in the 2005 rental market survey results. In the Montreal Census
Metropolitan Area (CMA), the overall vacancy rate rose from 2.9 per cent
to 4.1 percent in 2005, while the Quebec CMA showed a similar picture
(3.5 per cent to 4.2 per cent in 2005). However, for other CMAs, rising
construction has not translated into rising vacancy rates. Whereas the
Gatineau and Sherbrooke areas presented a less notable rise (0.3 and 0.2
percentage point rises respectively), others, such as the Trois-Rivières (4.5
per cent to 3.7 per cent in 2005) and Saguenay (2.9 per cent to 1.5 per
cent in 2005) CMAs saw their vacancy rates drop in 2005. Even though the
long term demographic trend points toward continued and increased
demand for senior housing, a temporary levelling of growth in the
population aged 75 and over should bring about a similar slow down in
building of retirement homes.

F: forecast
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New Brunswick New Brunswick Starts (000’s)
Overview

 In Detail
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Residential construction eases
slightly in 2006

Single Starts:  The number of single starts
will decline over the forecast period due to
rising mortgage rates and increasing house
prices due to the rising costs of raw
materials and labour.  Also contributing to
declining single starts is the large supply of
existing homes listed for sale, which is
shifting potential buyers toward the existing
home market.  Expect single starts to drop
to 2,575 units and 2,330 units in 2007.

Multiple Starts:  Multiple unit
construction activity rebounded last year
with increased starts in most regions of the
province. Multiple starts are expected to
decline slightly in 2006, in spite of the fact
that rising homeownership costs will likely
cause some potential consumers to
consider lower priced multi-family dwellings
rather than singles homes. Multiple starts
will come down from last year’s total of
1,294 to reach 1,075 units in 2006.
Multiples will further decline to reach a level
of 1,020 in 2007.

Economic growth in the province of New
Brunswick will continue to be linked to
larger scale capital investment projects
over the forecast period.  Work is
proceeding on the twinning of the Trans
Canada Highway in the northwestern
region of the province, helping fuel the
provincial economy.  In addition, upcoming
projects, such as the construction of a
Liquified Natural Gas terminal and
upgrades to the Point Lepreau nuclear
generating station promise further stimulus
for the provincial economy.  The economic
benefits of these projects will be partially
offset by the continued strength of the
Canadian dollar which will likely restrain
growth in provincial exports over the
forecast period, thereby offsetting some of
the economic stimulus linked to the
current and upcoming capital projects.

The provincial governenment recently presented its Five-in-Five
focus during the premier’s State of the Province Address.  Over the
next five years, New Brunswick’s premier has set five goals aimed at
assuring the province’s economic success in today’s rapidly evolving
society.  Most prominent among the outlined goals are the drive to
increase the number of workers with post secondary education, to
lower the provincial tax burden, and to decrease unemployment in
the province.  These initiatives are designed to help improve provin-
cial economic growth.

Resales:  Continued increases in raw material and labour costs will
lead some potentional homeowners to purchase an existing home in
lieu of opting to pursue new construction.  MLS®  sales will recede
slightly from last year’s peak to reach 6,400 units in 2006, with a
further reduction to 6,100 units in 2007.

Prices:  Although price growth will continue in 2006, the pace of
growth will slow, partly due to the continued rise in listings for
existing homes.  Moreover,  expect to see weakening demand for
more expensive homes.  Growth in the average MLS® price will slow
to 3.6 and 2.8 per cent in 2006 and 2007, respectively.

Indeed, due to the provincial economy’s reliance on trade, GDP
growth is expected to remain below 3 per cent in both 2006 and
2007.  Moreover, employment growth will be modest at 0.5 per cent
and 0.8 per cent in 2006 and 2007, respectively.

Escalating inventory in the resale market, combined with continued
increases in raw material costs will result in reduced single starts.
However, a rise in semi-detached starts and new affordable housing
projects will help offset the aforementioned drop in single starts.
Expect 3,650 and 3,350 starts in 2006 and 2007, respectively.

F: forecast
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Nova Scotia Nova Scotia Starts (000’s)
Overview

In Detail
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Provincial Highlight

Single Starts:  Construction and develop-
ment cost increases in concert with grow-
ing price sensitivity on the part of new
home buyers will challenge homebuilders
over the next two years. Furthermore, as
resale market conditions continue to relax,
a less stimulative homebuilding environ-
ment will gradually materialize.  As a result,
production of single-detached housing units
is expected to decline five per cent this
year and again next year with annual starts
falling to 2,850 and 2,700, respectively.

Multiple Starts:  The impressive rebound
in multiple unit starts that began early last
year will not only continue in 2006 and
2007, it will accelerate.  Rental and condo-
minium developers remain very bullish on
demand prospects for apartments in antici-
pation of steadily increasing house prices as
well as supportive demographic trends.
Expect multiple starts to leap 28 percent to
2,250 this year,  slipping only slightly to a still
high level of 2,100 multiple starts next year.

Resales:  Homeownership demand is

forecast to remain at a high level again this year but it will begin to
slide next year as weak job growth and rising homeownership carry-
ing costs begin to affect homebuyer sentiment.  As a result, MLS® sales
are forecast to remain above the 10,000 mark this year but fall six
per cent next year to 9,425.

Prices:  Rising homeownership carrying costs and relaxing resale
market conditions across the province over the forecast horizon will
work in tandem to slow the rate of average MLS® price growth from
over nine per cent last year to 5.3 per cent this year and 2.7 per cent
next year when average MLS® sale price reaches $172,500.

Demand Eases, Supply Does Not
While slower employment growth and
rising homeownership carrying costs will
dampen housing demand, residential con-
struction activity is forecast to maintain full
momentum courtesy of accelerating apart-
ment construction.
Annual provincial real economic growth
rates are forecast to hover between two
and two and a half percent this year and
again in 2007. However, with a greater share
of this growth expected to be delivered
through capital investment, employment
growth is destined to remain
underwhelming. In the goods sector,  instal-
lation of a compression deck at the Sable
Gas project will increase natural gas pro-
duction while infrastructure, retail and LNG
projects will generate accelerating non-
residential construction activity. This will
compensate for a manufacturing sector
(excluding Michelin) that is being battered
by labour strife, a high Canadian dollar,  and
rising electricity costs.

The service sector is expected to continue growing on almost all
cylinders as consumers spend enthusiastically and governments’ fiscal
health supports public sector investment in health care, education,
social services and defense. However, the tourism industry may buck
this trend and experience deja-vu this year as the challenges that
beset this industry in 2005 persist.
Mortgage rates are forecast to rise modestly. Nevertheless, these
increases come on the heels of a prolonged period of exceptional
growth in house prices. In addition, growth in employment will remain
tepid over the next two years. These factors will conspire to curb
housing demand, slowing the pace of sales and price growth, but not
residential construction activity as apartment developers remain
bullish. Total housing starts are forecast to rise to 5,100 this year and
slip to 4,800 in 2007.

 An anticipated surge in apartment construction will sustain annual
total housing starts at very high levels this year and again in 2007.
This will result in apartment units contributing an increasing share
of total annual housing starts, continuing a trend that has character-
ized the Nova Scotia residential construction market over the past
10 years. In 1998 and 1999, apartment starts accounted for 16 per
cent of total provincial housing starts. That share increased to an
average of 26 per cent over the past five years as condominium
apartment construction accelerated and rental apartment construc-
tion remained at elevated levels. Numerous large condominium and
rental apartment projects are forecast to break ground over the
next two years, which will boost the apartment segment’s share of
total annual provincial housing starts to 33 per cent this year and
again in 2007.

F: forecast
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P.E.I. P.E.I. Starts (000’s)
Overview

 In Detail
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Total Housing Starts to Slow in 2006
The  PEI economy is forecast to grow by
1.6 and 2.0 per cent in 2006 and 2007,
respectively.   A number of industries are
poised to strengthen over the next two
years.

The construction industry will get a boost
from another surge in non-residential
construction.  The Capital Region currently
has a number of projects that will remain
active in 2006 and 2007, with the highest
profile project being the new federal
building.

The agricultural sector should also remain
stable over the next two years, and will
provide an ample supply of raw materials
for the food-processing sector.  As a result
food producers will not have to rely on
imported produce as they did in previous
years.  Tourism, which also contributes
significantly to the Island’s economy, is
expected to remain stable over the forecast
period as the result of a more agressive
marketing campaign.

Single Starts:  Increases in mortgage rates,
construction costs, and lot prices in urban
centres will all contribute to a decrease in
the level of single starts over the forecast
period.  As well, increased MLS®listings will
further contribute to a decline in single
starts as potential buyers shift to the resale
market.  Expect single starts to drop to 555
and 530 units in 2006 and 2007,
respectively.

Multiple Starts:  Following four years of
strong multiple construction activity in the
province, expect multiple starts to remain
stable over the next two years.  The new
affordable housing program will help to
stimulate rental starts this year and next.
Expect multiple starts to reach 220 units in
2006, before gradually declining to 220 units
in 2007.

Resales: A rise in new listings and a broadening gap between exist-
ing and new home prices will cause many households to shift to the
resale market.  Expect MLS® sales of 1,400 units in 2006 and 2007.

Prices: Price growth will moderate in 2006 due to a rise in listings.
Furthermore, demand for more expensive homes will weaken due
to rising homeownership costs.  Expect the average MLS® price to
grow by 3.2 per cent in 2006 and 2.1 per cent in 2007.

While the core area of most older communities was constructed
without the benefit of an official plan, the Town of Stratford has
grown in quite the opposite fashion.  Because of Stratford’s close
proximity to Charlottetown, it was traditionally a bedroom
community, with residents shopping and working in the
neighbouring city.  Since there was little need for commercial
development the town has grown around an essentially vacant
central core area.  While this style of development is certainly
unique, it now offers the growing town a great deal of flexibility in
planning for future growth.

Stratford is now in the process of determining what to do with the
core area over the coming years. Since most of the land is
currently vacant, planners are able to look at other communities
and see what has worked and what has not.  In this way the Town is
creating a plan that incorporates green space and development, but
in a way that most people should prefer.

Employment growth is expected to slow from the pace observed in
2005.  The service and construction  sectors are expected to generate
the majority of new jobs.  Expect employment to grow by 0.8 per
cent in 2006 and 1.0 per cent in 2007, while the labour force will
expand by 1.0 per cent in each of the next two years.

Rising new home prices combined with an increased level of new
listings will result in a decline in single starts.  However,  a rise in both
semi-detached and row starts will help to offset the decline.  Expect a
total of 775 and 750 housing starts in P.E.I.  in 2006 and 2007,
respectively.

F: forecast
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Newfoundland
and Labrador

Newfoundland and Labrador Starts (000’s)

Overview

In Detail

Provincial Highlight
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Single Starts:  With rising labour and
material costs, higher development charges
and growing competition from the existing
home market, a moderate decline in single-
detached housing starts is expected this
year and next. Continued negative net-
migration, combined with steadily rising
interest rates and marginal labour market
performance, will push the single starts
down to 1740 units in 2006 and 1650 units
in 2007.

Multiple Starts:  As single-detached house
prices continue to climb, multiple unit
construction will benefit, increasing margin-
ally to 510 units in 2006. Migration, changing
household  composition, and a thriving
economy are persuading more developers
to capitalize on a growing condominium
market in St. John’s.  Accordingly, condo
starts are forecast to gradually increase in
the coming years.  When combined with
public sector investment in affordable
housing, multiple starts at 500 units in 2007
will remain close to recent levels of activity.

Resales:  The recent surge in MLS® listings has provided more
choice in the marketplace and helped sustain homebuyer activity in
the St. John’s region.  Overall demand is expected to ease somewhat
this year and next. Provincial MLS® sales are forecast to edge down
to 3,000 units in 2006 and 2,850 units in 2007.

Prices:  Despite the surge in the supply of homes for sale, the average
MLS® house price continues to increase at a steady rate. Due in part
to the surprising strength during the latter half of 2005,  the MLS®
average sale price  will advance 4.5 per cent this year.  The outlook for
2007 will be impacted by a continuing decline in demand, with the
average MLS® price forecast to increase by 3.1 per cent.

With both White Rose and Voisey’s Bay
recording a full year of production, economic
output will increase by a respectable 5.0 per
cent this year.  The province will lead Canada
in economic growth in 2006 and produce
close to 50 per cent of Canada’s light crude
oil.   With new discoveries and production
gains, this growth is expected to continue into
2007,  albeit at a slower pace. The provincial
government has reduced the budget deficit
and will invest in strategic initiatives which will
bolster overall government expenditures.
Provincial government wages and salaries are
also slated to increase this year by 3 per cent.
Employment will edge up, with an increase of
0.7 per cent this year and 0.8 per cent in
2007.  The outlook for the fishery remains
uncertain, given the erosion of returns to
both harvesters and processors caused by

Even though net migration to the province continues to be negative,
migration flows to the St. John’s region have been positive since
1999. In fact, the migration picture has improved significantly for the
provincial capital in recent years, resulting in a total net-gain of 6,484
people since 1999. Over the past four years, migration has gathered
momentum, with the St. John’s CMA experiencing an average gain of
approximately 1,425 people per year.  The vast majority of these
migrants are over the age of 25.  This has created a strong demand
for housing, particularly for home ownership. Further developments
in the offshore oil industry, along with uncertainty in rural areas, will
continue to support movement to the capital region.

the strengthening Canadian dollar, difficult international market conditions
and lower catch rates for key species. Personal incomes will continue to
grow in 2006, but expect only modest gains in consumer spending.
Ongoing population losses and moderate interest rate increases will
cause domestic demand to ease.  The conclusion of construction at
White Rose and Voisey’s Bay in 2005 will constrain employment growth
this year.  The development of power generation, offshore oil
development, and growth in the mining industry, are all sources of upside
risk to the forecast.  Even with these factors in play, housing starts will
decline 10 per cent this year to 2250 units . In 2007, starts will decrease
further to 2150 units.

Economic Growth rebounds in 2006

F: forecast
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Canada Starts (000’s)
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stratSgnisuoHlatoT
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

DLFN 8871 914,2 296,2 078,2 894,2 052,2 051,2
% 5.22 3.53 3.11 6.6 0.31- 9.9- 4.4-

IEP 576 577 418 919 268 577 057
% 9.4- 8.41 0.5 9.21 2.6- 1.01- 2.3-

SN 2904 079,4 690,5 717,4 577,4 001,5 008,4
% 7.7- 5.12 5.2 4.7- 2.1 8.6 9.5-

BN 2643 268,3 984,4 749,3 959,3 056,3 053,3
% 4.21 6.11 2.61 1.21- 3.0 8.7- 2.8-

EUQ 28672 254,24 982,05 844,85 019,05 000,54 000,04
% 1.21 4.35 5.81 2.61 9.21- 6.11- 1.11-

TNO 28237 795,38 081,58 411,58 597,87 000,57 005,86
% 5.2 1.41 9.1 1.0- 4.7- 8.4- 7.8-

NAM 3692 716,3 602,4 044,4 137,4 008,4 000,5
% 7.51 1.22 3.61 6.5 6.6 5.1 2.4

KSAS 1832 369,2 513,3 187,3 734,3 006,3 006,3
% 3.5- 4.42 9.11 1.41 1.9- 7.4 0.0

ATLA 47192 457,83 171,63 072,63 748,04 000,54 000,14
% 1.11 8.23 7.6- 3.0 6.21 2.01 9.8-

CB 43271 526,12 471,62 529,23 766,43 000,73 009,43
% 5.91 5.52 0.12 8.52 3.5 7.6 7.5-

adanaC 337261 430,502 624,812 134,332 184,522 002,222* 001,402*
% 3.7 0.62 5.6 9.6 4.3- 5.1- 1.8-

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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stratSelpitluM
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002
DLFN 091 723 254 146 394 015 005

% 9.13 1.27 2.83 8.14 1.32- 4.3 0.2-
IEP 421 391 102 732 822 022 022

% 2.92 6.55 1.4 9.71 8.3- 5.3- 0.0
SN 133,1 706,1 821,2 744,1 567,1 052,2 001,2

% 5.51- 7.02 4.23 0.23- 0.22 5.72 7.6-
BN 988 390,1 053,1 779 492,1 570,1 020,1

% 6.93 9.22 5.32 6.72- 4.23 9.61- 1.5-
EUQ 984,01 591,71 460,32 775,92 089,62 005,32 005,02

% 2.21 9.36 1.43 2.82 8.8- 9.21- 8.21-
TNO 056,33 384,23 075,73 581,63 311,73 005,93 000,73

% 6.01 5.3- 7.51 7.3- 6.2 4.6 3.6-
NAM 305 106 140,1 659 220,1 050,1 001,1

% 3.731 5.91 2.37 2.8- 9.6 7.2 8.4
KSAS 457 230,1 812,1 885,1 210,1 000,1 051,1

% 0.12 9.63 0.81 4.03 3.63- 2.1- 0.51
ATLA 504,9 432,41 352,41 387,31 361,41 005,41 000,41

3.0- 3.15 1.0 3.3- 8.2 4.2 4.3-
CB 273,9 598,01 229,31 968,81 849,02 009,12 009,02

% 5.43 3.61 8.72 5.53 0.11 5.4 6.4-
NAC 707,66 066,97 991,59 062,401 810,501 005,501* 005,89*

% 2.21 4.91 5.91 6.9 7.0 5.0 6.6-

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*

stratSdehcated-elgniS
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002
DLFN 895,1 290,2 042,2 922,2 500,2 047,1 056,1

% 5.12 9.03 1.7 5.0- 0.01- 2.31- 2.5-
IEP 155 285 316 286 436 555 035

% 3.01- 6.5 3.5 3.11 0.7- 5.21- 5.4-
SN 167,2 363,3 869,2 072,3 010,3 058,2 007,2

% 3.3- 8.12 7.11- 2.01 0.8- 3.5- 3.5-
BN 375,2 967,2 931,3 079,2 566,2 575,2 033,2

% 4.5 6.7 4.31 4.5- 3.01- 4.3- 5.9-
EUQ 391,71 752,52 522,72 178,82 039,32 005,12 005,91

% 0.21 9.64 8.7 0.6 1.71- 2.01- 3.9-
TNO 236,93 411,15 016,74 929,84 286,14 005,53 005,13

% 5.3- 0.92 9.6- 8.2 8.41- 8.41- 3.11-
NAM 064,2 610,3 561,3 484,3 907,3 057,3 009,3

% 8.4 6.22 9.4 1.01 5.6 1.1 0.4
KSAS 726,1 139,1 790,2 391,2 524,2 006,2 054,2

% 9.31- 7.81 6.8 6.4 6.01 2.7 8.5-
ATLA 967,91 025,42 819,12 784,22 486,62 005,03 000,72

% 4.71 0.42 6.01- 6.2 7.81 3.41 5.11-
CB 268,7 037,01 252,21 650,41 917,31 001,51 000,41

% 6.5 5.63 2.41 7.41 4.2- 1.01 3.7-
NAC 620,69 473,521 722,321 171,921 364,021 007,611* 006,501*

% 2.4 6.03 7.1- 8.4 7.6- 1.3- 5.9-

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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)stinU(epyTybstratSgnisuoHelpitluM
1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

FN dehcated-imeS 03 63 66 462 151 531 521
woR 63 24 701 15 13 52 52
tnemtrapA 421 942 972 623 113 053 053
latoT 091 723 254 146 394 015 005

IEP dehcated-imeS 65 46 27 67 111 08 001
woR 01 74 04 08 57 04 04
tnemtrapA 85 28 98 18 24 001 08
latoT 421 391 102 732 822 022 022

SN dehcated-imeS 822 352 833 662 103 003 052
woR 04 441 772 681 562 052 052
tnemtrapA 360,1 012,1 315,1 599 991,1 007,1 006,1
latoT 133,1 706,1 821,2 744,1 567,1 052,2 001,2

BN dehcated-imeS 411 681 452 392 193 682 503
woR 351 86 341 652 302 461 071
tnemtrapA 226 938 359 824 007 526 545
latoT 988 390,1 053,1 779 492,1 570,1 020,1

CQ dehcated-imeS 903,1 558,1 234,2 239,2 876,2 001,2 578,1
woR 968 469 377 901,1 470,1 007 526
tnemtrapA 113,8 673,41 958,91 635,52 822,32 007,02 000,81
latoT 984,01 591,71 460,32 775,92 089,62 005,32 005,02

NO dehcated-imeS 601,7 688,6 973,6 271,5 376,4 003,4 008,3
woR 962,01 948,11 191,21 428,21 735,21 000,21 000,11
tnemtrapA 572,61 847,31 000,91 981,81 309,91 002,32 002,22
latoT 056,33 384,23 075,73 581,63 311,73 005,93 000,73

NAM dehcated-imeS 15 86 88 231 331 001 09
woR 48 67 26 29 161 001 001
tnemtrapA 863 754 198 237 827 058 019
latoT 305 106 140,1 659 220,1 050,1 001,1

KS dehcated-imeS 611 241 59 481 632 002 002
woR 042 654 495 186 873 004 004
tnemtrapA 893 434 925 327 893 004 055
latoT 457 230,1 812,1 885,1 210,1 000,1 051,1

BLA dehcated-imeS 759,1 968,2 765,2 619,2 210,3 005,3 007,3
woR 977,1 135,2 958,2 104,2 159,2 001,3 000,3
tnemtrapA 966,5 438,8 728,8 664,8 002,8 009,7 003,7
latoT 504,9 432,41 352,41 387,31 361,41 005,41 000,41

.C.B dehcated-imeS 619 522,1 353,1 260,2 197,1 086,1 006,1
woR 686,1 503,2 792,3 783,4 954,4 022,4 000,4
tnemtrapA 077,6 563,7 272,9 024,21 896,41 000,61 003,51
latoT 273,9 598,01 229,31 968,81 849,02 009,12 009,02

NAC dehcated-imeS 388,11 485,31 446,31 792,41 774,31 186,21 070,21
woR 661,51 284,81 343,02 760,22 431,22 999,02 016,91
tnemtrapA 856,93 495,74 212,16 698,76 704,96 528,17 038,66
latoT 707,66 066,97 991,59 062,401 810,501 005,501* 005,89*

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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selaseRlaitnediseRlatoT
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002
DLFN 808,2 410,3 832,3 562,3 112,3 000,3 058,2

% 3.8 3.7 4.7 8.0 7.1- 6.6- 0.5-
IEP 432,1 603,1 404,1 005,1 944,1 004,1 004,1

% 3.2 8.5 5.7 8.6 4.3- 4.3- 0.0
SN 144,9 342,01 122,9 788,8 783,01 050,01 524,9

% 1.01 5.8 0.01- 6.3- 9.61 2.3- 2.6-
BN 977,4 980,5 984,5 979,5 638,6 004,6 001,6

% 6.5 5.6 9.7 9.8 3.41 4.6- 7.4-
EUQ 153,26 161,86 031,76 692,96 946,07 005,96 000,76

% 1.51 3.9 5.1- 2.3 0.2 6.1- 6.3-
TNO 813,261 850,871 754,481 353,791 700,791 000,291 000,481

% 3.01 7.9 6.3 0.7 2.0- 5.2- 2.4-
NAM 044,11 801,11 325,11 890,21 167,21 052,31 057,31

% 8.7 9.2- 7.3 0.5 5.5 8.3 8.3
KSAS 179,7 339,7 896,7 271,8 213,8 008,8 007,8

% 5.5 5.0- 0.3- 2.6 7.1 9.5 1.1-
ATLA 989,84 240,15 433,15 064,75 668,56 000,37 000,07

% 1.31 2.4 6.0 9.11 6.41 8.01 1.4-
CB 455,96 737,28 590,39 583,69 013,601 000,101 000,79

% 4.82 0.91 5.21 5.3 3.01 0.5- 0.4-
**NAC 588,083 196,814 985,434 593,064 887,284 004,874* 002,064*

% 1.41 9.9 8.3 9.5 9.4 9.0- 8.3-

,.cnIaerAnotcirederFehtfodraoBetatsElaeRdnanoitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC:secruoS
.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC

.tsaceroF)F(
secnivorp01roferaslatotadanaC**.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*

ecirPelaseRlaitnediseRegarevA
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnasrallod(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002
DLFN 673,401 180,311 228,911 994,131 761,141 005,741 000,251

% 9.4 3.8 0.6 7.9 4.7 5.4 1.3
IEP 696,78 469,49 547,101 518,011 732,711 000,121 005,321

% 8.5 3.8 1.7 9.8 8.5 2.3 1.2
SN 584,511 966,621 292,631 330,641 655,951 000,861 005,271

% 1.5 7.9 6.7 1.7 3.9 3.5 7.2
BN 749,59 921,001 858,501 339,211 146,021 000,521 005,821

% 7.4 4.4 7.5 7.6 8.6 6.3 8.2
EUQ 028,511 304,031 188,151 990,171 385,481 000,691 000,202

% 1.4 6.21 5.61 7.21 9.7 2.6 1.3
TNO 753,391 109,012 428,622 032,542 240,362 000,972 000,782

% 2.5 1.9 5.7 1.8 3.7 1.6 9.2
NAM 291,39 135,69 887,601 542,911 458,331 005,741 000,851

% 0.6 6.3 6.01 7.11 3.21 2.01 1.7
KSAS 013,89 792,101 599,401 428,011 567,221 000,231 000,041

% 5.4 0.3 7.3 6.5 8.01 5.7 1.6
ATLA 737,351 352,071 548,281 967,491 662,812 000,072 000,292

% 1.5 7.01 4.7 5.6 1.21 7.32 1.8
CB 228,222 778,832 869,952 701,982 422,233 000,193 000,814

% 7.0 2.7 8.8 2.11 9.41 7.71 9.6
**NAC 108,171 587,881 261,702 683,622 563,942 002,772* 006,092*

% 7.4 9.9 7.9 3.9 2.01 2.11 8.4

,.cnIaerAnotcirederFehtfodraoBetatsElaeRdnanoitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC:secruoS
.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC

.tsaceroF)F(
secnivorp01roferaslatotadanaC**.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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tnemyolpmE
)egnahctnecreplaunna(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

DLFN 9.2 7.1 4.2 0.1 1.0- 7.0 8.0

IEP 5.1 7.1 2.2 3.1 9.1 8.0 0.1

SN 9.0 8.1 0.2 6.2 2.0 8.0 2.1

BN 3.0- 9.3 0.0 0.2 1.0 5.0 8.0

EUQ 1.1 8.3 7.1 4.1 0.1 1.1 1.1

TNO 9.1 8.1 0.3 7.1 3.1 5.1 6.1

NAM 4.0 3.2 5.0 1.1 6.0 3.1 1.1

KSAS 8.2- 7.1 7.1 8.0 8.0 5.0 8.0

ATLA 0.3 4.2 7.2 4.2 5.1 1.3 0.2

CB 5.0- 3.2 5.2 4.2 3.3 9.2 3.2

NAC 2.1 4.2 4.2 8.1 4.1 7.1 5.1

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:secruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

etaRtnemyolpmenU
)tnecrep(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

DLFN 0.61 6.61 5.61 7.51 2.51 8.41 3.41

IEP 0.21 1.21 0.11 2.11 8.01 0.11 0.11

SN 8.9 6.9 1.9 8.8 4.8 1.8 7.7

BN 1.11 2.01 3.01 8.9 7.9 7.9 7.9

EUQ 8.8 6.8 1.9 5.8 3.8 2.8 1.8

TNO 4.6 1.7 9.6 8.6 6.6 4.6 2.6

NAM 1.5 1.5 0.5 3.5 8.4 6.4 6.4

KSAS 8.5 7.5 6.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4

ATLA 7.4 3.5 1.5 6.4 9.3 7.3 7.3

CB 7.7 5.8 0.8 2.7 9.5 9.4 8.4

NAC 2.7 7.7 6.7 2.7 8.6 5.6 3.6

.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:secruoS
.tsaceroF)F(
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*noitargiMteNlatoT
)snosrep(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

DLFN 567,3- 756,2- 196- 805,1- 189,2- 009,2- 059,1-

IEP 753 841 373 4- 602 003 003

SN 591- 001,1 263,1 478 663,1- 051- 003

BN 571,1- 996 824- 512 916,1- 002,1- 058-

EUQ 037,72 830,92 533,33 831,53 099,82 000,13 005,23

TNO 178,261 688,531 453,501 893,89 259,49 000,801 000,311

NAM 708- 448,1 513,3 439,5 094- 002,4 005,4

KSAS 576,7- 582,6- 506,3- 544,2- 295,6- 005,2- 052,1-

ATLA 372,83 305,92 524,22 642,42 340,95 008,93 000,93

CB 007,82 884,42 021,43 133,73 601,34 005,84 000,05

**NAC 413,442 467,312 065,591 971,891 942,312 050,522* 055,532*

.tsaceroF)F(.7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC.5002etamitsECHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:secruoS
.stnedisertnenamrep-nondna,noitargimlanoitanretni,noitargimlaicnivorpretnifomuS*

.tuvanuNdna,seirotirreTtsewhtroN,nokuYsedulcxE**

tcudorPcitsemoDssorGlaeR
)egnahctnecreplaunna(

1002 2002 3002 4002 5002 )F(6002 )F(7002

DLFN 6.1 4.61 2.6 4.1- 4.0 0.5 0.2

IEP 1.1- 8.5 5.1 8.1 0.2 6.1 0.2

SN 2.3 2.4 9.0 4.1 1.1 2.2 5.2

BN 7.1 4.4 7.1 0.2 5.0 4.2 5.2

EUQ 5.1 7.2 1.2 3.2 2.2 3.2 6.2

TNO 8.1 2.3 6.1 7.2 8.2 9.2 0.3

NAM 8.0 9.1 8.1 3.2 7.2 1.3 6.2

KSAS 0.1- 2.0- 8.3 4.3 2.3 9.2 1.3

ATLA 7.1 5.2 1.3 3.4 5.4 6.4 9.3

CB 6.0 5.3 7.2 0.4 5.3 5.3 5.3

NAC 8.1 1.3 0.2 9.2 9.2 1.3 0.3

7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC,5002etamitsECHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:secruoS
.tsaceroF)F(
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srotacidnItekraMlacoL

natiloporteMsusneC
aerA

latoT
gnisuoh
strats

-elgniS
dehcated

gnisuoh
strats

weN
gnisuoh

,xedniecirp
%launna

.ghc

SLM ® elas s
SLM ®

egareva
cirp e

latneR
etarycnacav
foserutcurts

+stinu3

airotciV 5002 850,2 479 9.7 079,7 798,083 5.0

)F(6002 022,2 020,1 0.9 007,7 005,814 8.0

)F(7002 581,2 599 0.8 005,7 000,034 2.1

revuocnaV 5002 419,81 539,4 5.5 222,24 547,524 4.1

)F(6002 005,02 005,5 0.6 000,93 000,594 5.1

)F(7002 000,02 004,5 0.7 005,73 000,025 3.1

drofstobbA 5002 210,1 854 an 530,4 658,062 8.3

)F(6002 001,1 094 an 001,4 000,082 0.5

)F(7002 051,1 005 an 008,3 000,592 8.3

notnomdE 5002 492,31 326,7 5.6 436,81 439,391 5.4

)F(6002 000,41 003,8 0.9 009,91 000,422 5.3

)F(7002 008,21 006,7 0.6 058,81 005,432 5.2

yraglaC 5002 766,31 917,8 0.7 765,13 987,052 6.1

)F(6002 000,51 057,9 0.51 000,63 003,413 0.1

)F(7002 057,31 000,9 0.9 000,43 000,143 0.1

nootaksaS 5002 260,1 157 6.5 642,3 787,441 6.4

)F(6002 004,1 007 0.5 004,3 000,651 0.5

)F(7002 004,1 007 0.5 004,3 000,761 8.4

anigeR 5002 888 275 4.6 037,2 482,221 0.3

)F(6002 002,1 006 0.6 008,2 000,631 0.3

)F(7002 000,1 006 0.6 007,2 000,051 0.3

gepinniW 5002 685,2 657,1 5.8 514,11 260,731 7.1

)F(6002 056,2 008,1 5.8 000,21 000,251 2.2

)F(7002 577,2 009,1 0.8 008,21 000,561 7.2

yaBrednuhT 5002 722 971 0.2 014,1 988,221 0.5

)F(6002 012 061 0.1 943,1 684,421 0.5

)F(7002 502 551 0.1 892,1 679,621 0.6

yrubduS 5002 004 483 0.2 395,2 044,431 0.2

)F(6002 044 093 0.1 176,2 161,141 0.2

)F(7002 064 014 0.1 427,2 693,541 0.3

rosdniW 5002 694,1 011,1 0.3 166,5 000,361 3.01

)F(6002 824,1 059 0.3 055,5 005,561 5.7

)F(7002 023,1 059 0.3 004,5 000,761 0.5

nodnoL 5002 760,3 360,2 8.4 331,9 019,871 2.4

)F(6002 500,3 009,1 3.4 059,8 005,781 0.4

)F(7002 065,2 008,1 8.3 076,8 005,191 1.4

renehctiK 5002 367,3 280,2 0.5 741,6 115,022 3.3

)F(6002 006,3 000,2 8.3 052,6 000,532 1.3

)F(7002 013,3 009,1 5.3 001,6 005,742 9.2

aragaiN-senirahtaC.tS 5002 214,1 340,1 0.7 517,6 506,281 7.2

)F(6002 024,1 000,1 5.4 006,6 000,091 4.2

)F(7002 083,1 059 5.3 053,6 000,791 3.2

notlimaH 5002 541,3 205,1 0.6 565,31 357,922 3.4

)F(6002 080,3 083,1 8.5 054,31 000,642 2.4

)F(7002 040,3 023,1 5.5 022,31 005,852 0.4

otnoroT 5002 695,14 797,51 5.4 276,58 671,633 7.3

)F(6002 009,93 000,31 5.4 000,48 000,653 5.3

)F(7002 003,63 000,11 0.4 000,18 000,863 0.3
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*awahsO 5002 439,2 103,2 an 232,9 606,252 3.3

)F(6002 027,2 050,2 an 001,9 000,262 0.3

)F(7002 083,2 087,1 an 007,8 000,962 9.2

notsgniK 5002 386 895 an 464,3 757,591 4.2

)F(6002 007 525 an 004,3 042,502 2.2

)F(7002 056 005 an 573,3 054,312 0.2

awattO 5002 289,4 053,2 5.5 003,31 853,842 3.3

)F(6002 058,4 052,2 5.4 001,31 005,752 0.3

)F(7002 056,4 522,2 5.3 009,21 003,562 8.2

uaenitaG 5002 3212 291,1 05.3 299,3 000,461 01.3

)F(6002 0032 006,1 57.3 008,3 000,861 00.3

)F(7002 0532 005,1 00.3 056,3 000,071 00.3

laértnoM 5002 713,52 445,8 5.5 159,73 519,222 0.2

)F(6002 000,32 005,7 0.6 005,73 000,232 5.2

)F(7002 000,02 005,6 0.5 005,63 000,042 0.3

serèiviR-siorT 5002 919 763 an 377 742,211 05.1

)F(6002 009 043 an 038 005,711 09.1

)F(7002 577 013 an 008 000,021 03.2

ekoorbrehS 5002 670,1 755 an 782,1 008,051 2.1

)F(6002 091,1 005 an 083,1 004,161 6.1

)F(7002 518 573 an 032,1 009,761 0.2

cebéuQ 5002 5385 825,2 03.4 5407 066,151 04.1

)F(6002 0005 052,2 00.5 0517 003,951 00.2

)F(7002 0024 058,1 05.3 0007 005,261 05.2

yaneugaS 5002 464 762 an 442,1 914,901 5.4

)F(6002 034 542 an 002,1 000,711 5

)F(7002 053 532 an 051,1 000,321 5

nhoJtniaS 5002 105 304 1.4 109,1 917,911 7.5

)F(6002 005 043 5.3 057,1 000,321 5.5

)F(7002 045 043 0.3 056,1 000,521 5.5

xafilaH 5002 154,2 612,1 5.2 145,6 208,781 3.3

)F(6002 528,2 051,1 0.4 002,6 005,591 6.3

)F(7002 577,2 001,1 5.3 007,5 000,891 2.3

s'nhoJ.tS 5002 435,1 690,1 8.5 691,3 761,141 5.4

)F(6002 054,1 000,1 0.4 059,2 000,841 0.5

)F(7002 054,1 000,1 0.3 008,2 005,251 0.5

nwotettolrahC 5002 844 503 3.4 684 630,441 4.4

)F(6002 524 572 5.3 574 000,741 5.4

)F(7002 004 572 0.3 005 000,051 0.4

SAERAORTEMLLA 5002 458,751 276,17 8.4 721,343 7.2

)F(6002 344,751 569,86 2.6 555,243 8.2

)F(7002 079,441 071,36 2.5 762,133 8.2

7002-6002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS,sdraobetatselaerlacoL,noitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC,CHMC:secruoS
.sdraobetatselaereerhts'aeraehtfosrebmunlatotgnisudetagerggasiaragaiN-senirahtaC.tSrofatad®SLM

noigeRmahruDfollatcelfersrebmun®SLM*
elbaliavatonatad:.a.n
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gnisuohweN
sdnasuoht,stinu,stimrepgnidliuB 2.152 7.142 8.832 6.022 0.632 8.132 6.762 .a.n

% 4.7 8.3- 2.1- 6.7- 9.6 8.1- 5.51 .a.n

sdnasuoht,latot,stratsgnisuoH 9.132 0.832 1.332 3.212 332 4.722 6.422 842

% 8.1 6.2 1.2- 9.8- 8.9 4.2- 2.1- 4.01

sdnasuoht,selgnis,stratsgnisuoH 3.621 4.431 4.721 1.611 0.521 7.611 7.121 5.231

% 1.2- 4.6 2.5- 9.8- 7.7 6.6- 3.4 9.8

,selpitlum,stratsgnisuoH
sdnasuoht 6.501 6.301 7.501 2.69 801 7.011 9.201 5.511

% 0.7 9.1- 0.2 0.9- 3.21 5.2 0.7- 2.21

,latot,snoitelpmocgnisuoH
sdnasuoht 446,84 246,16 530,06 350,74 886,15 590,85 604,45 123,94

% 4.7 7.62 6.2- 6.12- 9.9 4.21 3.6- 3.9-

001=7991,xedniecirpesuohweN 6.221 2.421 4.521 5.621 4.821 1.031 4.231 .a.n

% 9.1 3.1 0.1 9.0 5.1 3.1 8.1 .a.n

gnisuohgnitsixE
SLM ® sdnasuoht,stinu,selaser 422,374 002,554 820,354 049,454 216,884 844,005 239,884 865,005

% 5.2 8.3- 5.0- 4.0 4.7 4.2 3.2- 4.2

SLM ® C$,ecirpelaseregareva
sdnasuoht 447,522 246,522 933,432 054,932 661,742 253,152 245,852 502,762

% 7.2 0.0- 9.3 2.2 2.3 7.1 9.2 4.3

tekramegagtroM
*tnecrep,etaregagtromraey-1 75.4 06.4 09.4 88.4 38.4 79.4 55.5 09.5
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snoillib7991$,latoT 3.66 4.76 2.86 8.76 0.96 4.96 6.96 .a.n
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snoillib7991$,weN 0.33 5.33 1.43 3.33 3.33 0.33 9.23 .a.n

% 2.1 5.1 6.1 1.2- 2.0- 9.0- 2.0- .a.n

snoillib7991$,snoitaretlA 7.32 4.42 3.52 3.52 0.62 3.62 0.72 .a.n

% 5.0 1.3 6.3 2.0 7.2 0.1 7.2 .a.n

snoillib7991$,stsocrefsnarT 36.9 95.9 31.9 93.9 29.9 13.01 10.01 .a.n

% 9.4 5.0- 8.4- 8.2 7.5 0.4 9.2- .a.n

001=7991,rotalfeD 8.521 4.621 2.721 8.821 8.921 6.031 2.231 .a.n

% 5.2 5.0 7.0 3.1 7.0 6.0 2.1 .a.n
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The information, analyses and opinions contained in this publication are based on various sources believed to be reliable, but
their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The information, analyses and opinions shall not be taken as representations for which
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation or any of its employees shall incur responsibility.

©2006 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. All rights reserved. CMHC grants reasonable rights of use of this publica-
tion’s content solely for personal, corporate or public policy research, and educational purposes. This permission consists of
the right to use the content for general reference purposes in written analyses and in the reporting of results, conclusions, and
forecasts including the citation of limited amounts of supporting data extracted from this publication. Reasonable and limited
rights of use are also permitted in commercial publications subject to the above criteria, and CMHC’s right to request that
such use be discontinued for any reason.

Any use of the publication’s content must include the source of the information, including statistical data, acknowledged as follows:

Source: CMHC (or “Adapted from CMHC,” if appropriate), name of product, year and date of publication issue.

Other than as outlined above, the content of the publication cannot be reproduced or transmitted to any person or, if acquired
by an organization, to users outside the organization. Placing the publication, in whole or part, on a website accessible to the
public or on any website accessible to persons not directly employed by the organization is not permitted.  To use the content
of any CMHC Market Analysis publication for any purpose other than the general reference purposes set out above or to
request permission to reproduce large portions of, or entire CMHC Market Analysis publications, please contact: the
Canadian Housing Information Centre (CHIC) at chic@cmhc.gc.ca; (613) 748-2367 or 1 800 668-2642

For permission, please provide CHIC with the following information:
Publication’s name, year and date of issue.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no portion of the content may be translated from English or French into any
other language without the prior written permission of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.

The Market Analysis Centre’s (MAC) electronic suite of national standardized products is now available for free on CMHC’s
website. You can now view, print, download or subscribe to future editions and get market information e-mailed automatically
to you the same day it is released. It’s quick and convenient! Go to www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation

For more information on MAC and the wealth of housing market information available to you, visit us today
at www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation

To subscribe to priced, printed editions of the national standardized product suite or regional specialty publications,
call 1 800 668-2642.

CMHC – Home to Canadians

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) has been Canada’s national housing agency for over 60 years.

Together with other housing stakeholders, we help ensure that Canada maintains one of the best housing systems in the
world. We are committed to helping Canadians access a wide choice of quality, affordable homes, while making vibrant, healthy
communities and cities a reality across the country.

For more information, visit our website at www.cmhc.ca

You can also reach us by phone at 1 800 668-2642 or by fax at 1 800 245-9274.

Outside Canada call (613) 748-2003 or fax to (613) 748-2016.

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation supports the Government of Canada policy on access to information for people
with disabilities. If you wish to obtain this publication in alternative formats, call 1 800 668-2642.



CANADIAN WOOD-FRAME
This national best-selling guide to constructing a wood-frame house is the ideal learning tool and job-
site manual. The new edition of Canadian Wood-Frame House Construction has been updated to reflect
the residential requirements of the 2005 National Building Code of Canada.  In addition, many changes
have been made to bring the book in line with current building science research, construction methods
and construction materials.  Order now at www.cmhc.ca or call 1 800 668-2642
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Subscribe now!
Access CMHC’s Market Analysis Centre publications
quickly and conveniently on the Order Desk at
www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation.
View, print, download or subscribe to get market information
e-mailed to you on the day it is released.

New ! CMHC’s electronic suite of national standardized
products is now available for free.


